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ABSTRACT
Brain-related wearables are now freely available on the market, and
with even wrist-worn devices making estimates about cognitive
activity, understanding cognitive personal informatics has become a
pressing issue. Mental Workload is an emotionally agnostic concept
that is potentially a parallel to tracking physical activity, which is
typically naively considered to be bad if it is high and good if it is
low. In this paper we report tasks and their relationship to three
dimensions: high vs low, good vs bad, long vs short. We contribute
examples of both good and bad high mental workload, as well as
good and bad low mental workload, along with examples of long
and short high mental workload, and long and short low mental
workload.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the arrival of consumer brain-focused wearables for as little
as £250, we are now in a place where we need to understand more
about cognitive personal informatics [14]. This is a move from a well
established self-tracking of e.g. mood [1] to understanding what
data recorded about our brain activity may say about us, or indeed
how it might be interpreted in terms of cognitive activity. Even
wrist-worn wearables are starting to make assessments about our
stress levels (e.g. Garmin stress tracking), or when we might need
to take a break (e.g. Apple watch breathing breaks). There is also
great concern about the socio-technical ethics that will emerge as
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Figure 1: The Mental Workload Cycle (Midha et al 2022b [7])

this data is being captured and processed by large tech companies
[6], and potentially used by employers to increase profits1.

Collecting and analysing physical activity through wearables
such as smart watches is now a common practice, where moni-
toring fitness via mobile apps has been the centre of attention for
the last decade [8]. The study of how people manage this kind
of data about themselves over time is called Personal Informatics
[4], where people tend to pass through phases of collecting, under-
standing, and reflecting on what the data says about them. Habit
formation through technology [11] emphasises the importance of
personalisation for such mobile apps, where people prefer keeping
track of their own data especially that they now are familiar with
such technologies.

Of the various forms of cognitive activity that could be tracked in
future cognitive personal informatics, we argue that Mental Work-
load [10] is a valuable and emotionally agnostic conceptual parallel
to initially compare to physical activity tracking. Where many stud-
ies also try to use physiological activity to measure alternatives
like stress [2], we consider that stress is a capability judgement
on being able to handle mental workload [3], which itself is the
activity that we want actually to track. Using the comparison to
physical activity, however, where technology can classify types of
physical activity, wearables do not measure whether we feel good
or bad about our ability to achieve that physical activity.

1Vice.com commentary on the profits reported from tracking employee EEG data
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Mental Workload is an empirically validated construct, where
research has focused almost exclusively on estimating the men-
tal workload experienced during a task [5, 13] in order to make
sure that people are not too overloaded to complete it. Our own
recent research has examined the role that mental workload plays
in everyday life [7]; across a day, a week, or long-term. This prior
work proposed a mental workload cycle, as shown in (Figure 1),
where people manage their mental workload across a day in cycles
of high and low mental workload in order to e.g. reduce fatigue at
the end of the day. The aim of this new work is to understand more
about peoples experiences of those cycles by gathering grounded
data about tasks, the levels of mental workload they demand, their
length, and how people feel about them. This paper presents early
insights into those tasks, looking particularly at what tasks were
submitted in the studies and how they were categorised.

2 STUDY DESIGN
The data presented in this workshop paper is based upon two stud-
ies of the relationship between mental workload and everyday life.
Both studies combined a week of recording identifying the mental
workload level involved in completing tasks or activities through
the use of chatbots, followed by an interview about their expe-
riences. This paper presents some early insights into the mental
workload of tasks from the data recorded during the pre-interview
week. In both studies, ethics was reviewed by the School of Com-
puter Science in the University of Nottingham, and participants
were remunerated with a £10 amazon voucher.

Group A - Mental Workload Planning. 27 students took part in
planning their work days using a bot that was built in slack. At the
start of each day, participants interacted with the slack bot to fill in
a) fixed time-point tasks (such as meetings), and b) other tasks to
complete that day. The bot asked participants to categorise these
tasks by length (short, medium, long) and mental workload (low,
medium, high). The subsequent interviews referred to this data
to help participants reflect on how they organise their work and
perhaps manage mental workload each day. This paper presents an
insight into the tasks they provided to the bot, and how they were
categorised in terms of length and level of mental workload.

Group B - Mental Workload Experience Sampling. 20 students
took part in an experience sampling method [12] study, where a
discord bot would send them a message approximately four times
a day to ask four specific questions: 1) what they were doing at
the time of the ping (an open text reply), 2) what mental workload
level it involved (scale 1-5, where 5 is high), 3) how they felt about
it (unhappy, neutral, pleased), and 4) why they felt this way (open
text reply). Participants were then interviewed about the replies
they provided to the bot over the week. This paper presents an
insight into the activities they were doing at the sample points, and
how they were categorised in terms of mental workload and how
they felt about it.

3 RESULTS
We present an overview of tasks and activities reported from both
studies as an early stage of data analysis. In the two subsections
below, we contribute examples of both good and bad high mental

workload, as well as good and bad low mental workload, along with
examples of long and short high mental workload, and long and
short low mental workload.

3.1 Length and Mental Workload
Table 2 shows a 3-by-3 grid of example daily tasks that were pro-
vided to the slack bot at the start of each day. There is often a
presumed relationship such that bigger tasks are harder and thus
involve higher mental workload, and that these sit in comparison to
shorter easier tasks. This false assumption is counter to the theoret-
ical basis of mental workload which simply relates to the demand
of a task and the mental workload experienced by the person trying
to achieve it. This table, therefore, provides an interesting set of
grounded examples of tasks of different sizes for high, medium, and
low mental workload levels.

Short high mental workload tasks typically involved check and
action type tasks, often with higher subsequent consequence. Plan-
ning priorities, and experiment check are examples where subse-
quent work is dependent on an action now that requires highmental
workload. Comparatively, longer high mental workload tasks were
typically longer focus tasks, such as completing reports or working
on code. Short lower mental workload tasks were either tasks that
did not need much focus, or were distinctly different activities like
watering plants. Comparatively, longer low mental workload tasks
involved reading and processing large amounts of unimportant
email.

3.2 Good and bad Mental Workload
Another often held but false assumption is that high mental work-
load is what we are trying to avoid, or is bad. Our prior work [7]
highlighted that people found that high mental workload was re-
quired to achieve difficult tasks and to be successful, and in these
respects was good. The data in Table 3 is designed to highlight good
and bad mental workload at different levels to provide a grounding
to this prior finding.

Participants enjoyed some forms of low mental workload, quali-
fying how they felt about the tasks with statements like “I worked
well while I was supposed to and now I’m going to have a well deserved
break” and “Finishing off for the day, relaxed”. When participants
were not happy with having a low level of mental workload, they
gave explanations to the bot such as “Unhappy with mental work-
load, because I am not working enough” and “It is a waste of time”.
This gives some support to the premise in the mental workload
cycle that people did not want to be stuck at a lower level.

There were times when high pressure were the reasons given
for high mental workload being bad, such as “Rushing before my
lecture. don’t have enough time.”, but to support the findings of the
mental workload cycle, we saw some reasons such as “Deadline
fast approaching, need to grind all day”, where participants had no
option to be at a lower level due to their work demands. Yet we also
saw plenty of examples where high mental workload was good, for
both work (e.g. “It is a lot of good information” ) and play (e.g. “High
intensity of playing against other players” ) situations.

Medium workload tasks also had a mixed response between
participants being pleased and unhappy. Some were “Enjoyable
and relaxing”, and clearly had an increased, but not high, mental
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Figure 2: Task length and MWL

workload: “I’m finding it a bit more challenging but I’m still finding
it fun to do”. As per the mental workload cycle, people did report
being bored of being stuck at a medium mental workload level,
saying “I’ve been doing this forever”, however sometimes people
gave a response based on their capability to do the work even if
only involving a medium level of mental workload: “I’m struggling
with understanding some content”.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
For time planning and time management research, our study pro-
duced lots of examples of short tasks and long tasks at every level
that could be organised into a cycle. Our prior research indicated
that people feel better when they can cycle between high and low
mental workload throughout the day, and have negative experiences
when they are stuck in a cycle. This research produced examples
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Figure 3: Mood and MWL

of tasks and activities by size, and by whether they good or bad in
people’s experiences. Future work could study ways to help people
create a MWL cycle for their day, or to evaluate their day in terms
of a cycle, to see whether good or bad cycles notably affect their
lives. Such research would need to be longitudinal to understand
how people feel better over time, and to understand when people
can and cannot influence these cycles.

Within the work we saw lots of good or fun high mental work-
load and lots of bad low mental workload. This is interesting be-
cause the default mode in research is always to avoid high mental
workload or help people reduce it. Yet there was lots of times when
people reported that they felt like they were wasting time or be-
ing prevented from changing level in the cycle. Our next stage of
research is to analyse the interviews to understand more about
how people felt about mental workload and how they managed our
day, and reflect further on the mental workload cycle. We expect
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to publish results from a complete analysis of these two studies in
our future work. In our future work, we then plan to design ways
to help people track and reflect on mental workload as a concept
and on their mental workload cycles [9], to see how it may play a
role in future cognitive personal informatics.
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